
Mathematics





Maths — No Problem! is a series of textbooks and workbooks

written to meet the requirements of the 2014 English National

Curriculum. The Maths — No Problem! Primary Series was

assessed by the DfE’s expert panel, which judged that it alone met

the core criteria for a high-quality textbook to support teaching for

mastery. As a result, the Maths — No Problem! Primary Series is

the only recommended textbook for schools on the mastery

programme.



Teaching maths for mastery is a

transformational approach to maths teaching

which stems from high performing Asian

nations such as Singapore. When taught to

master maths, children develop their

mathematical fluency without resorting to rote

learning and are able to solve non-routine

maths problems without having to memorise

procedures.



CPA approach 

• https://mathsnoproblem.com/en/the-maths/teaching-methods/concrete-

pictorial-abstract/

• One of the key principles behind Singapore Maths is the CPA approach to 

teaching and learning. Lessons are structured in a way in which children 

have the opportunity to use concrete materials initially, then draw the 

calculation pictorially, then record that learning in an abstract way, for 

example a number equation. 

https://mathsnoproblem.com/en/the-maths/teaching-methods/concrete-pictorial-abstract/




The Importance of  Mindset

• Never say

‘I wasn’t any good at Maths.’

• Have a go!

• Mistakes are GOOD! – Encourage 

mistakes and talk about them.

• Focus on achieving, not ‘ability’.



Maths Meetings

• Daily Maths meetings (R, Y1, Y2)

• Singing

• Active 

• Drip feeding:

• Counting forwards and backwards

• Place Value 

• One more and one less

• Days of the week

• Shape – names and properties – I’m thinking of a shape 

• Mental arithmetic skills 



Reception Lesson structure 

• Maths Meeting

• Teaching input 

• Practise whole class or groups

• Plenary 

• Follow up during continuous provision 

Busy Bee Jobs/ Daily 

Challenge

Free access to Maths 

trolley resources 

Learning Garden 



Expected End of  Year Expectations

Number

• Count up to 20 objects reliably.

• Order numbers one to 20.

• Say one more than a given number (up to 20).

• Say one less than a give number (up to 20).

• Add two single-digit numbers e.g 5 + 4 =

• Subtract two single digit numbers.

• Solve problems involving doubling, halving and 
sharing.

Shape, Space and Measure

• Use everyday language to talk about size, weight, 
capacity, position, distance, time and money.

• Put objects in order according to their size or 
weight.

• Recognise, describe and create patterns.

• Know the names of  2D and 3D shapes.

• Be able to talk about what 2D and 3D shapes look 
like using mathematical language.



How we teach the children

• Lots of  modelling

• Lots of  practise with an adult 

supporting

• Lots of  questioning

• Lots of  opportunities to practise 

independently

• COUNTING

• Reciting numbers in order.

• Line up the cubes

• Start at 1

• Only say a number when you touch 

the cubes (1:1 correspondence)



Number Recognition and Ordering

• Flashcards – out of  order

• Number hunts

• Putting the numbers in order from 

0

• Questions – what number come 

next?



One more and one less

• Know that one more is getting 

bigger and one less is getting 

smaller.

• Number line.

• Mentally



Addition and Subtraction

• Practically

• Reading a number sentence –
importance of  vocabulary

• Adding with pictures

• Drawing their own pictures

• Writing their own number sentence

• Part-Whole diagram



Doubling and halving

• Know that doubling is the same 

again.

• Know that halving is splitting, 

dividing something in half  so that 

both parts are the same



Sharing

• Sharing out a number of  objects 

one at a time so that it is fair!



Shape, Space and Measure - SSM

• Vocabulary

• Know the names of  shapes. How many 
sides and how many corners.

• Ordering items by length or size

• Ordering by weight or capacity.

• Positional Language – next to, behind, on 
top of  etc

• Language of  time – morning, evening, 
lunchtime

• Beginning to tell the time o’clock

• Language of  money



Exceeding Expectations Reception

Number:

• Children estimate a number of  

objects and check quantities by 

counting up to 20. They solve 

practical problems that involve 

combining groups of  2, 5, and 10.

Shape, space and measures: 

Children estimate, measure, weigh and 

compare and order objects and talk 

about properties, position and time.



Challenge

• Deeper learning – How do you know? Explain your method?

• With or without equipment to help?

• Independent or adult led?

• Apply knowledge through solving problems
- How do you see it?

- Can the idea be represented in different 

ways?

- Why do these methods work?

- How are they connected to others?

- Why does the answer make sense?



KS1 Lesson structure:

• Anchor Task 

• Let’s Learn 

• Guided Practise 

• Independent Practise 

• Ongoing assessment 



Assessment 

• Ongoing assessment for learning – marking, EYFS observations,

verbal or written feedback, fixing work, intervention work,

• Teachers highlight the curriculum statements online (R, Y1, Y2) when

they have been achieved

• KS1: Formal assessment papers from Maths No Problem

• Y2: SAT’s



What else do we do?

• KS1 Rapid recall – 2 minute arithmetic assessment 

once per week  



What else do we do?

• Presentation 

• Number formation 

• Early Morning Work 

• Active Maths! www.mathsoftheday.org.co.uk

http://www.mathsoftheday.org.co.uk/


How can you help your child at home?

• Look at the curriculum overview for each half-term and the weekly 

newsletter to find out the weeks learning.

• Counting

• Number recognition

• Exploring number through objects

• Playing games – Orchard games 



Feedback:

• Please fill in the feedback form at the end of the session





Bring in the 

children!
Workshop time!


